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We prove a necessary condition for the Diophantine equation G, = P(x), with 
G, a second order linear recurrence sequence and P(x) E ZIx], to have infinitely 
many integral solutions x, m. c’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B, G,, G1 be integers. The relation 
G n+l=AG,-BG,-l (1) 
defines the terms of the binary linear recurrence sequence G, for n 11. 
Let P(X) be a polynomial with integer coefficients having degree at least 
two. In this paper we are dealing with the Diophantine equation 
G, = P(x). (2) 
This equation has special interest in the case of Fibonacci and Lucas 
sequences which are defined by (1) with initial terms A = -B = F, = 1, 
F,=O and A= -B=L1= 1, Lo=2, respectively. 
There are a lot of results concerning (2). One part of these are about the 
exact solutions of (2) in special cases, see, for example, Wylie [18], Cohn 
[2], Eswarathasan [4], London and Finkelstein [S], Robbins [12, 131, 
Petho [ll], Lagarias and Weisser [7 1, Finkelstein [S]. The other part of 
the results are concerning the solvability in much more general cases, see 
Shorey and Stewart [ 151, Stewart [17], Pethii [lo], Kiss [6], and the 
present authors [9]. 
All the quoted results are concerning assumptions under which (2) has 
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only finitely many solutions. So it seemed to be intriguing to presume the 
inlinitness or linitness of the number of solutions. 
Let T,(x) denote the Chebishev polynomial of degree k, i.e., let 
T,(X) = 2, T,(x) = X, and T,,+,(x) = XT,(X) - T, 1(x) for n 3 1. It is easy 
to see that if n is even then T,(L,) = L,,. This means that the equation 
L, = T,(x) has infinitely many solutions. 
In the present paper we show that if (2) has infinitely many solutions, 
then P(x) must have a special form which is closely related to Chebishev 
polynomials. Further, we are able to characterize the solutions in x as well. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Before formulating the results we introduce some notation. The 
examined equation has interest only with nondegenerated G,, which means 
( G,, 1 + 1 G, I> 0 and the quotient of the roots a. fi E @ of the characteristic 
equation of G,, 
x2-Ax+B=O 
is not a root of unity. 
The following two constants will be important: D = A2 - 4B, C = Gf - 
AG, Go + BG& It is easy to show that the restriction 1 BI = 1 and non- 
degeneracy imply D > 0, D is not a square, and C # 0. 
Throughout the paper P(x) will have the form 
P(x)=akxk+a,&,Xk-‘+ ... +a,, a, E Z, i = 0, l,..., k; k > 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let G, be a nondegenerated second order recurrence 
sequence with 1 B I= 1. If P(x) h as a multiple zero then (2) has only finitely 
many integer solutions m, x. 
THEOREM 2. Let G, be a nondegenerated second order recurrence 
sequence. If B= - 1 and (2) has infmitely many m, x integer solutions then 
one of the equations 
Gz~ = P(x), (3) 
G 2p+1= P(x)3 (4) 
has only finitely many integer solutions p, x. 
THEOREM 3. Let G, be a non-degenerated second order recurrence 
sequence with 1 B( = 1, and P(x) be a polynomial with integer coefJicients of 
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degree k>2. Let be q= -BY/D and E=2(k- l)ai-,-4ka,a,-,. Zf (2) 
has infinitely many integer solutions m, x, then 
where E and n are either 1 or - 1. Furthermore, either x is an integer root of 
P’(x) or k 1 ak 1 x + ak- 1 is contained in the union of finitely many second 
order recurrence sequences with discriminants Di, where D/Di are squares of 
integers. 
Remark 1. If q is not a square of a rational number and (2) has 
infinitely solutions ak=E htg;k;,;i4 ~,k. If kfhen k is odd. BY (5) we have 
is even then (2kla,l/n &)k~ Q, and so 
ak $ Q, a contradiction. 
For example, if G, = F, the Fibonacci sequence, then q = i or -+, 
therefore F, = P(x) can have infinitely many solutions only when the 
degree of P is odd. 
Remark 2. If P(x) is of the form (5) then (2) may have finitely many 
solutions, i.e., the assumptions of Theorem 3. are not sufficient. Since let 
G,= L, be the Lucas sequence, and P(x) = 3x2 - 2 = T2(,,6x). By 
Remark 1. the equation 
L,=3x2-2 (6) 
may have infinitely many solutions only when n is even. We shall show that 
if (5) holds, and (6) has an integer solution x, then it must satisfy (1 l), i.e., 
5(6x)*-z*=5.48 
is also solvable in integers x, z. But this equation is not soluble in integers 
x, z since z must be divisible by 3, and so the left hand side must be 
divisible by 9, which is a contradiction. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The most important result we use was proved by Siegel [ 161 for the first 
time in non effective form. Using the upper estimate for linear forms of 
logarithms of algebraic numbers A. Baker [ 1 ] proved it in effective form. 
THEOREM A. Let F(x) be a polynomial with integer coefficients. Zf it has 
at least three simple zeros, then the Diophantine equation 
ay* = F(x), O#aeZ 
only ,finitely many x, y integer solutions has. 
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The following theorem was proved by Dorey and Whaples 131; see also 
[ 14, Lemma 6, p. 26-281. 
THEOREM B. Let K be a field of characteristic 22. Let Q(.Y), 
R(x)eK[x] with degQ=kandlet q1q2,5,.<2EK, q1#q2, t1#t2. Sup- 
pose 
Then 
where 
Q(x) = L(T,W(x))h 
L(x) = q1 - q2 x + 91+ q2 4 51+ 52 - - 
4 2 
and M(x)=(1-(2x-2(*-& 
4. MAIN LEMMA 
LEMMA. If G, and P(x) are as in the theorems, and if (2) has infinitely 
many integer solutions m, x, then the polynomial equation 
DP2(x) + 4B”C= P’(x)’ R(x) (7) 
holds, where P’(x) denotes the derivative of P(x) and R(x)E Q[x] is of 
degree two and has two distinct roots. 
Proof: It is well known that G, may be written in the form 
G, = (ac?’ - bb”)/(cr -D), where tl and fl are the roots of the characteristic 
equation of G,, and a=G,-GOB, b=G,-GOa. Put H,=aa”+bfl”, 
then H,,, E Z and it satisfies the same recursion as G,, finally 
DG; + 4CB” = Hi. (8) 
By (2) we may replace in (8) G, by P(x) and obtain 
DP(x)’ + 4CB” = Hi. (9) 
Denote the polynomial on the left-hand side of (9) by T(x). (If B= - 1, 
we obtain different polynomials if m is odd or even, respectively.) (9) is an 
elliptic or hyperelliptic equation in the variables x and H,. By Theorem A. 
it may have infinitely many solutions if T(x) does not have at least three 
simple roots. 
The multiple roots of T(x) are roots of T(x), and here the multiplicity is 
reduced by one. Let S(x) = (T(x), T(x)), the gcd of T(x) and T(x). Then 
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S(x)/DP’(x) + 4CB”, and because of C # 0 (S(x), P(x)) = 1. On the other 
hand S(x)/T’(x) = 2DP(x) P’(x), h ence S(x)/P’(x), therefore the degree of 
S(x) is at least k - 1. If S(x) has a multiple root or if deg S(x) < k - 1, T(x) 
has at least three simple zeros, and by Theorem A. Equation (9) has 
finitely many solutions. 
Consequently S(x) = P’(x), and all but two roots of T(x) are of mul- 
tiplicity two, whereas the remaining roots are simple. This proves the 
lemma. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us suppose that (2) has infinitely many integer 
solutions m, x. Then by the lemma (7) holds. If y is a multiple root of P(x), 
then P’(y) = 0. Putting x = y in (7) we obtain C = 0. But this is impossible. 
So (2) has only finitely many solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us suppose that both (3) and (4) have 
infinitely many solutions in integers p, x. By the lemma we get the 
polynomial equations 
DP2(x) - 4c= P’(x)2 R,(x) 
and 
DPZ(x) + 4c = P’(x)’ R2(X). 
Adding the equations we have 
2DP7x) = P’(x)2(R,(x) + R*(X)) 
which shows that P(x) has multiple zeros. But in this case (2) has only 
finitely many solutions by Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The assumptions and the lemma imply 
DP2(x) + 4CB” = P’(x)’ R(x), (10) 
where R(x) E Q[x] does not have multiple roots. Comparing the coef- 
ficients of x2k, x2k-1 and x2k-2 in (10) we obtain 
2Da,-l D R(x)=$x2+~X+- 
k 
k4a:(at~,(3-2k)+4kakak-2)’ 
Dividing (10) by D # 0 we get 
f”(x) - 4q = (P’(x)lk)2 (x - 51 Xx - (21, 
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where the complex numbers 5, and t2 denote the roots of (k*/D) R(x) = 
x2+rlx+Y*, hence <, # t2. From this it follows 
(p(x)+2~)(P(x)-2,/;;)=(P’(s)/k)‘(x-51)(x-52). 
Since q # 0, we may apply Theorem B. It implies 
P(x) = UTk(M-~))L 
where L(X)=& &x, with E= 1 or -1, and M(x)= (4/(<, -5*))x- 
2(5, + t2)/(r1 - r2). The equation X* + r,.~ + rz = (x- tl)(x - t2) implies 
rl-5*=~~~=(2rl~)/(kIakI), with q=l or -1, and 5,+5*= 
- rl. Substituting this values in M(x), the first assertion of the theorem will 
be proved. 
To prove the second assertion we recall: if (2) has infinitely many 
solutions m, x then (10) holds. Hence by (9) P’(x)’ R(x) = Hi. For a given 
integer x P’(x) is an integer too, and R(x) is a rational number with 
denominator at least k4az. Hence there hold either P’(x) = 0 or 
z* = k4az R(x) = Dk’a:x* + 2Dak ~ 1 ka,x 
+D(a~p,(3-2k)+4ka,a,-2) 
with an integer z. Reformulating this we have 
D(ka,x + ak ~ 1)2 - z2 =D(2a~_,(k-1)-4ka,a,_2)=DE. (11) 
This is a Pell equation, and as it is well known, its solutions-if they 
exist at all--consist of the union of finitely many second order linear 
recurrences of discriminant D’, such that D/D’ is a square of an integer. So 
we have completely proved Theorem 3. 
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